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a b s t r a c t

Blockchain technology has the potential to be applied widely in supply chain operations. One such area
is proactive supply chain risk management (SCRM). In this area, existing researchers have highlighted
the fraudulent behaviour of supply chain partners who do not disclose information on the risks that
impact their operations. Blockchain can address this problem by encoding each partner’s commitment
to SCRM and achieve consensus. However, before this can be achieved, a key challenge to address
is the inability of existing consensus mechanisms such as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Authority
(PoA) and Proof of Stake (PoS) to deal with information that does not have a digital footprint. In
this paper, we address this gap by proposing the Proof by Earnestness (PoE) consensus mechanism
which accounts for the authenticity, legitimacy and trustworthiness of information that does not have
a digital footprint. We also propose the Subjective Information Authenticity Earnestness Framework
(SIAEF) as the overarching framework that assists PoE in achieving its aim. We test the applicability of
SIAEF and PoE in a real-world blockchain environment by deploying it as a decentralized application
(Dapp) and applying it in BscScan Testnet which is an official test blockchain network.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Blockchain technology has burgeoned as a result of the boom-
ng value of cryptocurrency capitalization [1]. It enables financial
ransactions to be carried out without the regulation of a bank
r a third party. Aspects such as privacy, trust, security and
ransparency of a transaction are ensured by the immutabil-
ty characteristics of blockchain. These features have resulted in
lockchain being used in many other domains, such as supply
hains [2,3]. As reported by Lahkani et al. [4], the efficiency
f the supply chain network has improved by 74%–75% with
he adoption of blockchain technology. In addition to providing
ransparency and traceability [5], blockchains enable the supply
hain partners to access a single source of truth that has a lower
dministrative cost than existing disparate platforms [6]. This as-
ists them in addressing critical supply chain issues such as trust
echanisms, fraud, authenticity, and information transmission
mong supply chain partners [6,7].
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nc-nd/4.0/).
Blockchain guarantees the immutability of a piece of informa-
tion by recording it in a block. While this does not prevent entities
from viewing this information (depending upon their access),
it prevents them from modifying or deleting it [7]. However,
this information can be updated with the modified information
recorded in a new block connected to a previous block by a
serial number called a hash. Over time, these linked chains of
blocks enable blockchain to provide a unique and single source of
truth. Before recording any information in a block, the blockchain
achieves consensus among entities using different algorithms
such as Proof of Work (PoW) [8], Proof of Stake (PoS) [9], Proof of
Authenticity (PoA) [10], and Delegated Proof of State (DPoS) [11].
In PoW, entities are either classified as miners or verifiers. As
shown in Fig. 1, to record a piece of information (or a transaction
or a certificate), miners solve a complex problem associated with
it. When the verifiers verify the problem’s solution, consensus
is achieved, and the information is recorded in a block [12]. In
PoS, selected entities are classified as validators responsible for
forging the next block with the information that needs to be
recorded [13]. When the validators attest to the information,
consensus is achieved and the information is recorded as a block.
In DPoS, the entities vote for multiple representatives to act on
their behalf. When used with quantum technologies, this en-
hances the throughput of the blockchain and minimizes latency in
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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Fig. 1. The working of consensus mechanisms in blockchain.

omparison with PoW, PoS or PoA [11]. Recently, quantum cryp-
ography [11] and post-quantum cryptography [14] have been
sed to build a quantum blockchain to safeguard information and
ithstand certain types of quantum attacks.
The type of consensus algorithm chosen depends on the nature

f the transaction. But as shown in Fig. 1, irrespective of the algo-
ithm used, a pre-requisite step for either miners or verifiers to
onfirm before gaining consensus is to validate the truthfulness of
he information that is to be recorded in the block. Existing con-
ensus algorithms implicitly focus on this step, assuming that the
nformation to be recorded in a block is objective. By objective,
e mean it has a digital footprint verifying its correctness. For
xample, the truthfulness of the statements ‘Alex sent an amount
f $10,000 to Elisa via Internet Banking’ or ‘Responsible partner A
onfirmed that it had delivered the package to its client’ can be
roven by the digital footprint associated with these transactions,
uch as a bank transfer receipt and digital tracking, respectively.
owever, such a digital footprint may not be available for other
ypes of information, such as ‘Alex claims that he personally handed
lisa an amount of $10,000’ or ‘This painting is claimed to be painted
y Picasso’. We term these types of information, which do not
ave a digital footprint as subjective. Before such statements can
e recorded in a block, an explicit process is needed that the
onsensus mechanisms can use to verify their truthfulness and
rustworthiness. As explained in our state-of-the-art review pa-
er [15], existing consensus algorithms such as PoW, PoS or PoA
ail in this regard. This is a grey area in applying blockchains in
omains such as proactive supply chain risk management (SCRM)
n which different types of subjective information are present, as
xplained in the next subsection.

.1. Subjective information — its presence and impact on proactive
CRM

Proactive SCRM is one of the integral steps in managing supply
hain operations. It identifies the presence of different risk terms
mpacting an operation and facilitates the application of differ-
nt management strategies to deal with them [16]. As supply
2

hains are a consortium of geographically spread partners, they
re exposed to different operational risks impacting different
artners at different times. As a supply chain is only as strong
s its weakest link, in a proactive SCRM, each consortium partner
s responsible for managing the risk terms impacting it for the
ood and benefit of the whole chain [17]. Researchers have high-
ighted the fraudulent behaviour of supply chain partners [18] to
over their non-compliance to address the operational risk terms
mpacting them [19,20]. This makes the whole supply chain sus-
eptible to failure. To address this, we propose that each partner’s
esponse to the risk terms impacting it be visible to other supply
hain partners to ensure their accountability. The visibility and
mpact of each partner’s response to the risk terms affecting it
an easily be provided for those tasks that leave a digital footprint
objective information). However, it is challenging to provide the
ame for tasks that do not leave a digital footprint (subjective
nformation). Examples of such instances in proactive SCRM are
s follows:

• Determining the correctness of claims leading to the com-
mitment of a promise: A supply chain contract is formed
as a service-level agreement (SLA) between two or more
partners. An SLA documents the particular services to be
provided and defines the service standards the partner has
agreed to commit to it over a period of time. In some cases,
there will be a time lag from the start of an SLA to an
action to be performed [21]. For example, let us assume that
Partner 1, Partner 2, Partner 4, and Partner 9 are part of a
supply chain and they form an SLA on 14 April 2022. One of
the SLA’s clauses mentions that Partner 1 should transport
its manufactured goods to Partner 2 on 18 May 2022. In such
a case, the first transaction that creates a digital footprint
is the shipment of goods by Partner 1 on 18 May 2022.
While this can be recorded on the blockchain and used
for proactive SCRM by the existing PoW/PoS/PoA consensus
algorithms, any information before this, such as information
related to the manufacturing of the goods, may not, as it
is not publicly shared with other partners. This leads to
the following two possibilities. The first is that Partner 1
does not ship the goods as promised despite subjectively
assuring the other partners that it is on track to do so. To
the other partners, this will be known on the day the goods
are expected to be shipped (18 May 2022) and thus results
in a single point of failure with the risks being propagated
to the other downstream partners. The second possibility
is that Partner 1 transports the goods as promised in the
SLA. From the perspective of ensuring accountability and
providing visibility for proactive SCRM, blockchain fails in
the first possibility as it cannot determine the correctness
of the subjective assurances communicated by Partner 1.
Therefore, it is important to validate the truthfulness and
trustworthiness of Partner 1’s subjective assurances to min-
imize the possibilities of fraudulent behaviours to avoid
supply chain failure.
• Making informed judgements about a partner’s promise to be

executed in the future: In some cases, there will be a time lag
between when the action specified in the SLA is executed
by a partner and when its impact is realized by the other
partners [21]. For example, Partner 1 in the SLA promises on
19 May 2022 to deliver the goods progressively to Partner 2
over a year, and the first batch of goods will be sent on the
first Wednesday of September 2022. This clause refers to an
action in the future, and existing PoW/PoS/PoA consensus
algorithms can validate it on the first Wednesday of Septem-
ber 2022. However, from the perspective of proactive SCRM,
it is important to validate the SLA on 19 May 2022 in terms
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of Partner 1’s (1) capacity and (2) its level of earnestness
to commit to the contract. Without verifying Partner 1’s
ability on these points before forming a contract, there is
a high possibility of this contract failing. Existing blockchain
models do not assist in determining the capacity of a partner
to commit to what is promised when subjective information
is involved. To address this, the ability of a partner to be
truthful and trustworthy when subjective information is
involved must be determined and used when forming an
SLA.

1.2. Contributions of this article

We explain our proposed approach by which a partner’s inten-
tion and capability (henceforth termed as Earnestness) to fulfil
a subjective promise can be determined. Specifically, we pro-
pose Subjective Information Authenticity Earnestness Framework
(SIAEF) as an overarching framework that uses Proof of Earnest
ness (PoE) as a consensus algorithm in determining a partner’s
earnestness in committing to the subjective information. The
partner’s earnestness or trustworthiness value in committing to
the subjective information it communicates can be used by the
other partners when deciding if they should form an SLA with it
or not when subjective information is involved. We then demon-
strate how the output of SIAEF can be used by the existing
consensus PoW/PoS/PoA algorithm before the information, irre-
spective of it not having a digital footprint, can be encoded into
a smart contract and executed in blockchain for proactive SCRM.
To achieve this aim, we assume that the blockchain on which PoE
is applied is secure from any P2P attacks and that at least 2/3
of ranking partners can respond by following the PoE consensus
mechanism. Therefore, we assume that the underlying blockchain
prevents Byzantine faults and oracle problems. PoE and SIAEF in
combination with PoW/PoS/PoA will assist in:

• Accountability: PoE and SIAEF verify and validate the truth-
fulness of subjective information communicated by a
partner. This will also assist in determining the partner’s
earnestness and trustworthiness to commit to that informa-
tion and encode it into a smart contract. Such earnestness
of a partner is transparent to all other partners thus pro-
viding a single source of truth and preventing fraudulent
behaviour.
• Providing stability and avoiding fraudulent behaviour :

By ensuring accountability, PoE will prevent opportunistic
behaviour by a partner in the selected consortia of which
it is a part by measuring the partner’s global legitimacy in
communicating authentic subjective information. This will
motivate a partner to maintain its efforts to commit to
the subjective information communicated in every consor-
tium thereby facilitating the sustainability of the distributed
ledger environment.
• Ensuring privacy and transparency: In existing blockchain-

based applications, a zero-knowledge proof is used to pre-
serve the privacy of information without revealing its digital
footprint [22]. However, this works only for objective infor-
mation and fails in scenarios where subjective information
is present. SIAEF addresses this and records the earnest-
ness value of a partner at two different levels, namely (1)
the permissioned level: to which only the members of the
supply chain have access, and (2) the permissionless level:
to which any users in SIAEF have access. The permissioned
level stores detailed information about an SLA and the part-
ner’s performance in it which can be seen only by the
members of the supply chain. It is similar to the concept
‘‘blockchain of blockchains’’ as an interoperable blockchain
3

platform to ensure data integrity from the private to consor-
tium level [23]. The permissionless level only stores abstract
information about the partner and is visible to any users of
SIAEF to determine the trustworthiness value of the part-
ner for potential partnership selection. In this way, SIAEF
ensures a high level of transparency as a nature of the
blockchain-based application with a high level of privacy as
the nature of a supply chain.
• Fairness: SIAEF ensures that a new participant joining the

blockchain consortium has an equitable chance to prove
its earnestness. Existing mechanisms depend on reputation-
based approaches to ascertain a partner’s credibility. This
may negatively impact a new partner in forming SLAs with
others as it does not have a past transaction history. SIAEF
addresses this by determining the partner’s average earnest-
ness score to commit to the subjective information that it
communicates.
• Integrable: SIAEF integrates PoE with other consensus

mechanisms such as PoW or PoS. This ensures that an SLA
that has both subjective and objective clauses can be formal-
ized as a smart contract and executed in a blockchain-based
environment.

1.3. Organization of the article

We present the working of SIAEF and PoE in 6 sections. Sec-
tion 2 presents the working logic of the architecture of PoE and
SIAEF. Section 3 explains how SIAEF identifies clauses from an SLA
whose commitment needs to be validated by subjective informa-
tion. In Section 4, we explain how the PoE consensus mechanism
and SIAEF enable the legitimacy of a partner in communicating
subjective information. Section 5 showcases the application of
PoE and SIAEF in a real-world blockchain-based environment.
Related work from the literature on PoE and SIAEF is presented
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. PoE and SIAEF

2.1. The working logic of PoE

As explained in Section 1, to avoid any fraudulent and non-
compliant behaviour for proactive SCRM, we consider Earnestness
as the trustworthiness of a partner that represents its intention
and capability to fulfil a promise made. As mentioned in Anderson
and Weitz [24], this can be measured by the partner’s: (1) track
record: its past relationship history as an indication of its capabil-
ity to commit to the promises made; (2) proactiveness: how did
the partner respond to the risk terms which were brought to its
attention and which had the potential to impact its commitment
to what it had promised; and (3) communication: the extent to
which the partner kept the other partners of the supply chain
informed about either its ability or inability to commit to what
it had promised. For example, consider the scenario discussed in
Section 1 where Partners 1, 2, 4 and 9 form a supply chain. In the
SLA formed on 19 May 2022, Partner 1 committed to delivering
the goods to Partner 2 over a year, and the first batch of the
goods was sent on the first Wednesday of September 2022. In
this scenario, Partner 1 is the partner responsible for committing
to the promise whereas Partners 2, 4 and 9 are the ranking partners
who will determine Partner 1’s earnestness score. PoE assists
the ranking partners in determining the responsible partner’s
earnestness score using the following steps [25]:

• Step 1: Enable the responsible partner to recommit to what
they have promised: This step starts the process of encod-
ing subjective information from the SLA to a smart con-

tract which can then be implemented in a blockchain. PoE
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Fig. 2. Working of PoE and SIAEF to determine the earnestness of subjective information.
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achieves this goal according to its operational philosophy
of encouraging the responsible partner to first recommit to
what has been defined as subjective information in the SLA.
It does this by (a) identifying the subjective clauses from the
SLA to which the responsible partner needs to commit, (b)
determining the operational risk term/s which may have the
potential to impact the responsible partner’s commitment to
what it had promised, (c) collate real-world occurrences of
the identified operational risk terms and bring it to the at-
tention of the responsible partner, and (d) note the response
of the responsible partner, which can either be to recommit
to what it promised earlier or change its response based on
the real-world occurrences brought to its attention in (c).
• Step 2: Determine the adherence of the responsible partner

to what they have recommitted to: This step of PoE mea-
sures the extent of the responsible partner’s commitment
to the promises made and computes its earnestness score.
The earnestness score of a partner is a combination of its (1)
commitment score, and (2) visibility score. The commitment
score determines if the responsible partner committed to
what it promised in the SLA. In contrast, the visibility score
captures the extent to which the responsible partner kept
the other partners of the supply chain updated about its
progress in committing to the promise made in the presence
of risk terms brought to its attention. From the perspective
of proactive SCRM, this is important as it lets the other
supply chain members determine if they will receive their
resources as expected. The earnestness score represents the
history of the responsible partner’s earnestness.
• Step 3: Achieve consensus from the ranking partners on the

responsible partner’s commitment to the subjective information
before encoding it in a smart contract: This step of PoE dig-
itizes the communication between the responsible and the
ranking partners in Steps 1 and 2 along with the commit-
ment of the responsible partner to the promises made. It
then achieves consensus from the ranking partners on the
responsible partner’s commitment to the subjective clauses.
This consensus is recorded in the blockchain, which then
acts as a single source of truth to represent the capability
of the responsible partner to commit to its promises. The
earnestness of the responsible partner in committing to sub-
jective information can then be encoded in a smart contract
and executed in a blockchain.
4

To achieve PoE’s objective of encoding subjective information
in blockchains, we propose the SIAEF, as explained in the next
subsection.

2.2. SIAEF’s working process

As shown in Fig. 2, SIAEF has four modules that integrate PoE
in its working and determine a responsible partner’s earnestness
in communicating subjective information. The modules and their
workings are as follows:

Module 1: Identification module analyses the SLA and iden-
tifies those clauses where a commitment has to be verified by
subjective information. For example, suppose the SLA is formed
on 14 April 2022 and has a clause ‘‘Partner 1 should transport its
manufactured goods to Partner 2 on 18 May 2022’’. In this case, it is
identified as a subjective clause by SIAEF and moved to Module
2 for further analysis. This is because from 14 April 2022 to 18
May 2022, Partner 1 is giving a subjective commitment that it is
on track to transport the goods without any digital footprint. As
shown in Fig. 2, if the clause is not classified as a subjective clause,
it will be encoded in the smart contract and executed using the
existing PoW/PoS/PoA consensus algorithms.

Module 2: Mapping module achieves PoE’s aim of determin-
ng the operational risk term/s which may potentially prevent the
esponsible partner from committing to what it had promised. It
oes this by first building a customized taxonomy of operational
isk terms in SCRM. From this taxonomy, SIAEF, for each sub-
ective clause, determines the risk terms which can prevent the
esponsible partner from committing to its promise. For exam-
le, in the above-mentioned subjective clause, SIAEF’s mapping
odule from the generated SCRM taxonomy assigns labour strike

as the risk term that could potentially impact the responsible
partner’s manufacturing and hence prevent it from being able to
deliver what it had committed to. The detailed working of SIAEF’s
mapping module is explained in paper [25]. The identified risk
term is used further in the next module.

Module 3: Data collection & impact determination module
achieves PoE’s aim of finding the identified risk terms by collating
its real-world occurrences in the geographic region of interest. In
other words, this module will gather real-time news related to
the identified risk term (from SIAEF’s mapping module) through
an automated web crawler and bring it to the attention of the
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Table 1
Notations.
Notation Description

x A service-level agreement (SLA) x signed between two partners
X Total number of SLAs that responsible partner A has been formed in SIAEF
Clj Clause j in SLA x
Scj Subjective clause number j
Responsible partnerA Is a partner in SIAEF and is defined as a responsible partner for a subjective clause j
Ranking partneri Is a partner in SIAEF and is defined as a ranking partner to assess the earnestness of the responsible partner.
RA
j Risk terms found by SIAEF’s Module 2 related to responsible partner A and subjective clause j

Negative NewsAj News with negative impact found by SIAEF’s Module 3 on subjective clause j
flagA

j A flag label of the subjective clause j related to responsible partner
greenflag Assigned to the subjective clause for which SIAEF found the presence of risk terms that may prevent the responsible partner from

committing to a subjective clause. The responsible partner agrees to change the subjective clause and achieves consensus on its
new subjective clause.

yellowflag Assigned to the subjective clause for which SIAEF’s Module 3 found news articles relevant to its identified risk term but the
responsible partner does not want to change its initial SLA commitment and is still positive about meeting it.

blueflag Assigned to the subjective clause for which SIAEF’s Module 2 did not find any relevant risk terms or for which SIAEF’s Module 3
did not find any news articles relevant to its identified risk term.

ViA,x
j The average visibility score of responsible partner A, SLA x, subjective clause j

ViA,x
i,j Visibility score of responsible partner A, SLA x, clause j given by partner i

ComA,x
j The average commitment score of responsible partner A, SLA x, subjective clause j

ComA,x
i,j The commitment of responsible partner A, SLA x, subjective clause j given by ranking partner i

ViA,x
j Visibility score of responsible partner A, SLA x, subjective clause j

ComA,x
j Commitment score of responsible partner A, SLA x, subjective clause j

EA,x
j Earnestness score of responsible partner A, SLA x and subjective clause j

EA Total earnestness score of responsible partner A of X SLAs
E ′A Average earnestness score of responsible partner A per each subject
Ex
i,j,T0

Earnestness score of partner i SLA x, clause j at initial time T0
E ′xi,j,T0 Average earnestness score of partner i, SLA x clause j at initial time T0
T1 Time stamp when the subjective clause is encoded in the smart contract
T0 Time stamp when SLA is initiated
M Total number of subjective clauses in X SLAs
I Total number of partners in SIAEF
e
w

t
t
M
T
1
1
g
r
S
n
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responsible partner. Continuing with the above example, after the
labour strike is identified as a risk factor to the subjective clause,
SIAEF forms a query [Labourstrike+ Partner1] to collate real-time
news articles which include this risk term. It also determines the
sentiment of the news articles related to the risk term and con-
siders it as their impact. This analysis is used further in Module
4.

Module 4: Local consensus and global legitimacy module
achieves two of PoE’s aims, namely (a) based on the real-world
articles brought to its attention, to ask the responsible partner
to either recommit to what it promised earlier or change its re-
sponse and (b) to determine the responsible partner’s adherence
to what it had recommitted to. Aim (a) is achieved by showing
the shortlisted news articles from Module 3 to the responsible
partner with an option for it to either recommit to its promise
made in the SLA or change it. This response is encoded in the
smart contract after consensus from the ranking partners. After
the execution of the subjective clause, PoE’s aim (b) is achieved
by the ranking partners who determine the responsible partner’s
earnestness in committing to the subjective information it had
promised. Continuing with the example, SIAEF, using the infor-
mation determined for labour strike in Module 3, asks Partner 1
o either recommit to its promise made in the SLA or change it.
he response from Partner 1 is encoded in the smart contract
fter achieving consensus from the ranking partners. After the
imestamp of the subjective clause’s execution (18 May 2022),
he ranking partners (Partner 2, 4 and 9) will submit responses to
ank the responsible partner on its (1) commitment score; and (2)
isibility score; which is used to determine its earnestness score.
uch communication generated by PoE between the responsible
nd the ranking partners in achieving aims (a) and (b) will be
igitized and stored in the blockchain to ensure the highest level
f visibility and traceability. PoW/PoS/PoA can then use this dig-
tized information as the digital footprint of Partner 1’s visibility,
5

commitment and earnestness scores, which can then be recorded
in an immutable block in the blockchain as shown in Fig. 2.
These values can be accessed by different partners as Partner 1’s
arnestness in committing to subjective information and using it
hen forming an SLA with it which involve subjective clauses.
Fig. 2 shows how PoE and SIAEF assist in generating a digi-

al footprint of subjective information, which PoW/PoS/PoA can
hen use to encode it in the blockchain. The working of SIAEF’s
odule 2 and Module 3 has been explained in the paper [25].
his paper focuses on how those modules integrate with Module
and Module 4 of the SIAEF. The working of SIAEF’s Module
(identification module) and Module 4 (local consensus and

lobal legitimacy module) are demonstrated in Sections 3 and 4,
espectively. From the perspective of PoE’s applicability, we show
IAEF as a decentralized application (Dapp) in Section 5. And the
otation used in the paper is summarized in Table 1.

. SIAEF’s identification module

SIAEF’s Identification module divides each clause of an SLA
nto two parts, namely the conditional and actionable parts. The
onditional part of the clauses lists the obligations to be met to
alidate the agreement. The actionable part of the clauses lists the
ctions to implement once the conditions are met. This module
ocuses on the actionable part of the clauses as it represents the
ommitment required from the responsible partner. As the SLA’s
lauses are in an unstructured form, the identification module
pplies rule-based classification with the application of NLP to au-
omate the process of subjective clause identification. The series
f steps in this automated process is as follows:

• Clause Pre-processing: StandfordNLP package with attribute
‘Pipeline’ is used to pre-process the SLA’s clauses. As shown
in Algorithm 1, the first step is to clean each clause to
remove the Unicode characters (line 10), then split the text
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into a list of words (tokenization - line 11), lemmatize each
word to remove any inflectional form to be a lemma (line
12) and attach PoS (part-of-speech) tagging to each word to
indicate whether it is a noun or verb (line 13). This is then
used in the next steps.
• Determine if the clause has a measurable value to assess its

completeness: This step determines if the clause has a metric
(for example, time or date) for its completeness (lines 5 and
15). If it has, then it will be considered further or else it will
be omitted from further analysis.
• Determine which actionable clauses are non-verifiable: This

step determines which actionable clauses cannot be verified
directly by the PoW/PoS/PoA for their commitment and thus
need verification from external sources. This is done by
checking if they have a model verb or future tense present
in the clause (lines 6 and 16). This means that the clause
cannot be verified by existing information and thus cannot
be considered by PoW/PoS/PoA. These need to be considered
and verified by PoE.
• Determine if the conditional part of the clause needs to be

verified for commitment by subjective sources: In this step, the
StandfordNLP package in Python is utilized to first check if
the clause has any conditional terms such as [‘if’, ‘unless’,
‘until’, ‘upon’] (lines 7, 17–19) or connection words, such as
[‘as’, ‘as soon as’, ‘in the event’] (lines 8,25–27). If so, then the
clause’s commitment can be verified with objective sources.
Such parts of the clauses will be omitted from further analy-
sis by PoE, and they will be sent to PoW/PoS/PoA for further
processing. The remaining clauses are those where the com-
mitment needs to be verified by subjective sources, a task in
which PoE will assist. Therefore, with this determination, if
a clause contains commitments that need to be verified by
both objective and subjective information, the objective part
of the clause will be sent to PoW/PoS/PoA for encoding in
the smart contract, and the subjective part will be analysed
further with PoE.
• Determine the responsible partner and the commitment to be

made in the actionable part of the clause: This step determines
the specific commitment that needs to be made in the sub-
jective clause (lines 20 and 28). Furthermore, if subjective
clauses contain a list of nouns (defined in line 4), they
will be determined as the owner of the action who will be
responsible to conduct the commitment identified, such as
Partner 1 (lines 21–23, 29–31).

To determine the accuracy of SIAEF’s identification module in
correctly identifying subjective clauses from an SLA, we use the
cross-validation method where we compare the results given by
the SIAEF’s identification module (as subjective clauses of an SLA)
with the ones that were classified manually by the two experts. In
the manual process, each clause was given a value of either 1 or 0
by each expert. A score of 1 suggests that the experts considered
the clause to be a subjective one whereas a score of 0 suggests
otherwise. If both the experts ranked the clause as 1, only then is
it considered a subjective clause. Table 2(a) represents the scoring
statistics by the experts on a database of 82 clauses. To evaluate
the level of agreement between the two experts, Cohen’s Kappa
coefficient (k) [26] is computed as shown in Table 2(b).

For cross-validation, we tested SIAEF’S identification module’s
automated output with that of the manual process. We did this
by categorizing the automated output as follows:

• True Positive (TP) → means that the clause identified by
SIAEF as a subjective clause is consistent with that of the
manual process undertaken by the experts;
6

Table 2
The experts’ level of agreement in assessing the
subjective clauses.

(a) Scoring statistics

Scoring metrics Clauses

Both experts score 1 15
Both experts score 0 67
Expert 1 scores 1 Expert 2 scores 0 0
Expert 1 scores 0 Expert 2 scores 1 0

(b) The degree of agreement

Level of agreement Coefficient

Probability of agreement (po) 1
Probability of random agreement (pe) 0.74
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (k) 1

Table 3
Performance metrics of SIAEF’s automated identification.
Factor Number Metric Metric’s Score

TP 15 a 0.99
TN 66 p 0.94
FP 1 r 1
FN 0 F1 0.97

• True Negative (TN)→means that the clause is not identified
by SIAEF as a subjective clause which is consistent with that
of the manual process undertaken by the experts;
• False Positive (FP)→ means that the clause is identified by

SIAEF as a subjective clause which is incorrect as it was not
identified as one in the manual process undertaken by the
experts;
• False Negative (FN)→ means that the clause is not identi-

fied by SIAEF as a subjective clause which is incorrect as it
was identified as one in the manual process undertaken by
the experts.

On the classified results, we computed the accuracy (a), preci-
sion (p) and recall (r) metrics as shown in Table 3. It can be seen
hat the a of the automated process is 99% while the p is 94%.
nly one out of the 82 clauses classified by SIAEF’s identification
odule was inconsistent with that of the experts. The (r) of the

model is 100%, meaning that all subjective clauses are identified
by SIAEF’s identification module. Therefore, the F1 score is high at
7%. These results show that the SIAEF’s identification module is
good classifier to identify the subjective clauses in the SLA. This

nformation is used in SIAEF’s Modules 2 and 3 before achieving
onsensus in Module 4, as explained in the next section.

. SIAEF’S local consensus and global legitimacy module

As discussed earlier, this module of SIAEF uses PoE to achieve
he ranking partners’ consensus on the responsible partner’s com-
itment to the subjective clause. Such consensus verifies the
xtent of the subjective clause’s commitment by the responsible
artner and digitizes it into a smart contract. This process consists
f many steps as follows:

.1. Step 1: Selection of ranking partners and PoE consensus protocol

To initiate the consensus process, we select the ranking part-
ers and define the consensus protocol as follows:

• Selection of ranking partners: As defined in Algorithm 2
(lines 1 and 2), if a partner is part of the supply chain
and is not a responsible partner for that clause, then it is
eligible to be selected as a ranking partner. In scenarios
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Algorithm 1: SIAEF subjective identification
Require: standfordnlp(′en′), Clj
Ensure: Scj
1: Scj ← False
2: cws1← list of connection words
3: vb← [′VBZ ′,′ VBN ′]
4: nn← [′NN ′,′ NNS ′,′ NNPS ′,′ NNP ′]
5: mdvb← list of model verbs
6: nr ← list dates, numbers, currency
7: cd1← [’if’, ’unless’, ’until’, ’upon’]
8: cd2← [’as’, ’in’, ’as soon as’, ’in the event’]
9: for i in range(0,len(Cl)) do

10: cleanClj ← cleantext(Clj)
11: tokenClj ← tokenize(Clj)
12: lemClj ← lemmatize(Clj)
13: lemClj.pos← pos(lemClj)
14: Scj ← "False"
15: if lemClj.words in nr then
16: if lemClj.pos in vb and mdvb then
17: if lemClj.words in cd1 then
18: remove chunk of word after lemClj.words in cd1 →

PoW/PoS/PoA

19: Scj ← "True"
20: return commitment← Scj
21: if lemClj.pos in nn then
22: responsiblepartner ← True
23: return responsiblepartner
24: end if
25: else if lemClj.pos in cd2 then
26: remove chunk of words after lemClj.words in cd1→

PoW/PoS/PoA
27: Scj ← True
28: return commitment← Scj
29: if lemClj.pos in nn then
30: responsiblepartner ← True
31: return responsiblepartner
32: end if
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
2
2
2

when the supply chain has limited partners, it will need
external partners who are not a part of the supply chain to
be the ranking partners. In such cases, those partners who
have a positive total earnestness score (E i) and a positive
average earnestness score (E ′i) are eligible to be selected as
ranking partners. The higher the E ′i, the higher the possi-
bility of that partner being selected as a ranking partner.
The selected ranking partners will establish a consortium to
verify and validate the responsible partner’s commitment to
the subjective clause as promised.
• How is consensus on the responsible partner’s commit-

ment to the subjective clause achieved?: When a majority
(at least 2/3) of ranking partners in the consortium agree,
consensus on the responsible partner’s commitment to the
subjective clause is achieved (lines 12–26).
• Initialization: After the selection of the responsible and the

ranking partners for each subjective clause, PoE initiates the
process by assigning a score of 0 to each responsible partner
for the visibility score (Vixi,j,T0 ), commitment score (Comx

i,j,T0
),

and earnestness score (Ex
i,j,T0

) and average earnestness score
(E ′xi,j,T0 ) (lines 5–7).

4.2. Step 2: Assigning a flag to each subjective clause based on the
responsible partner’s response

As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, for each subjective clause,
SIAEF’s Module 2 identifies the risk term/s which may have the
potential to prevent the responsible partner from committing to
what it had promised. Module 3 collates the real-world occur-
rences in the geographic region of interest for this risk term.
This is then shown to the responsible partner for it to either
recommit to what it had promised in the SLA or change it. The
ranking partners use this analysis to determine the responsible
partner’s adherence to its promises and accordingly determine
its commitment (ComA,x

i,j ) and visibility (V A,x
i,j ) scores. The scores

used to measure the commitment and visibility of the responsible
partner are explained later. To assist the ranking partners in this
process, as shown in Algorithm 3, SIAEF’s Module 4 assigns a flag
(either blue, yellow or green) to each subjective clause, as follows:

• Blue flag: A blue flag is assigned to a subjective clause for

which SIAEF’s Module 2 did not find any risk terms relevant

7

Algorithm 2: PoE protocol

Protocol for earnestness consortium selection
To join the PoE Consortium to verify the subjective

information when an SLA is formed

1: The partners in the SLA are the default responsible partner
and the ranking partners for consensus

For the partners
which are not the partner in the SLA

2: Partner i should have E ′i > 0 and E i > 0 as it is verified by
PoE as Partneri for i ∈ I and I ≥ 2

Initiate SIAEF
3: The SIAEF is active when there are at least two partners

joining with an SLA x
4: Initiate SLA x at T0
5: Vixi,j,T0 ← 0, Comx

i,j,T0
← 0, Ex

i,j,T0
← 0, E ′xi,j,T0 ← 0 for i ∈ I and

I ≥ 2
6: for j in range (0,len(x)) do
7: Identify subjective clause (Scj)
8: end for
9: z=0

10: y=0
11: for i ∈ I and I ≥ 2 and j in range (0,len(x)) do
12: Scj=False
13: if Partneri is verified by PoE then
14: y = y+ 1
15: Partneri is selected to join the consortium consensus
16: if Scj=True then
17: z = z + 1
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: for j in range (0,len(x)) do
22: if z

y ≥
2
3 then

3: Scj=True
4: Clj is recorded in Smartcontract at T1
5: end if

26: end for
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to the subjective clause or SIAEF’s Module 3 did not find any
news articles relevant to its identified risk term. This means
there is a high possibility that the responsible partner will
commit to what it promised. The ranking partners will note
and record this response on the blockchain (lines 12–16 of
Algorithm 3).
• Yellow flag: A yellow flag is assigned to a subjective clause

for which SIAEF’s Module 3 found news articles relevant to
its identified risk term. However, the responsible partner
does not want to change its initial SLA commitment and
is still positive about meeting it. In other words, the re-
sponsible partner recommits to the commitments defined
in the SLA despite the information being shown. The ranking
partners will achieve consensus on the responsible partner’s
response and record it on the blockchain (lines 3–8).
• Green flag: A green flag is assigned to a subjective clause

for which SIAEF’s Module 3 found news articles relevant to
its identified risk term. The responsible partner wants to
change its commitment in response to this. In such cases,
the consensus among the ranking partners is achieved on
the modified expectations before recording the modified
SLA on the blockchain. This signals to the other supply chain
partners the modified commitments from the responsible
partner and the changes to their operations according to
the modified SLAs (lines 9 to 10). After the time stamp of
either the initial or the modified commitment (depending
on whether the SLAs were changed or not), SIAEF’s Module
4 determines if the responsible partner had committed to
its expectations to assign it with a ComA,x

i,j and V A,x
i,j score.

Suppose the responsible partner chooses not to modify the
initial SLAs (yellow flag) and adheres to them. In this case,
it should be given a higher ComA,x

i,j and V A,x
i,j values compared

to what it would have been given if it had chosen to modify
the initial SLAs and adhered to it (green flag). Conversely,
suppose the responsible partner chooses not to modify the
initial SLAs (yellow flag) and does not commit to it. In this
case, it should be given a higher penalty in its ComA,x

i,j and
V A,x
i,j value based on what it would have been given if it had

chosen to modify the initial SLAs (green flag) and does not
adhere to it. The process of determining the ComA,x

i,j and V A,x
i,j

values is explained in the next subsection.

lgorithm 3: Local consensus flag algorithm

Require: RA
j , Clj and NegativeNewsAj

nsure: ViAi j, Com
A
i j and EA

i j
1: for j in range(0,M) do
2: clause=Clj
3: if RA

j is not Null then
4: if NegativeNewsAj is not Null then
5: newclause=newclause
6: if newclause==clause then
7: flagA

j =yellow’
8: clausej=newclause
9: else

10: flagA
j =’green’

11: end if
12: else
3: flagA

j =’blue’
14: end if
15: else
16: flagA

j ==’blue’
17: end if
18: end for
8

4.3. Step 3: Ascertaining commitment (ComA,x
i,j ) and visibility (V A,x

i,j )
cores of the responsible partner

.3.1. Determining the (ComA,x
i,j ) value of the responsible partner

To determine the commitment score (ComA,x
i,j ) of the respon-

sible partner, the ranking partners, after the execution of the
subjective clause’s time stamp, need to ascertain if the subjective
clause has been met or not as promised. If it has been met, then
the responsible partner will be assigned a positive (ComA,x

j ) value.
n the other hand, if the commitment defined in the subjective
lause has not been met, the responsible partner will be given a
egative (ComA,x

j ) value. As mentioned in Algorithm 4, the inten-
sity of the (ComA,x

j ) value which the responsible partner would be
given for a subjective clause depends on the flag assigned to it,
as follows:

lgorithm 4: Local commitment

Require: partner i, Clause j, Responsible partner A, ContractX
Ensure: ComA,x

i,j

1: ComA,x
i,j ← 0

2: Q ← ’A met its commitment’
3: for i in range(0,n) do
4: if flagA

j ==’blue’ then
5: if Q is True then
6: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j +5

7: else
8: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j -5

9: end if
10: else if flagA

j ==’yellow’ then
11: if Q is True then
12: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j +50

13: else
14: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j -50

15: end if
16: else if flagA

j ==’green’ then
17: if Q is True then
18: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j +25

19: else
20: ComA,x

i,j = ComA,x
i,j -25

21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: Send ComA,x

i,j

• Blue flag: If the responsible partner meets its promised
commitment, it will receive a commitment score of 5. On
the other hand, if the responsible partner does not achieve
its commitment, it will receive a commitment score of −5
(lines 4–8).
• Green flag: If the responsible partner meets its promised

commitment, it will receive a commitment score of 25 (a
higher reward than the blue flag). On the other hand, if
it did not commit to the subjective term, it will receive a
commitment value of −25 (a higher penalty than the blue
flag) (lines 16–24). In this case, the reward and penalty
in the commitment value of the responsible partner are
higher than the blue flag. This is because, in this case, the
responsible partner changed its commitment in response to
the news about its risk terms. So, if it commits to it, it will be
rewarded more than the blue flag. Similarly, it will be given
a higher penalty than the blue flag if it did not commit to it.
• Yellow flag: If the responsible partner meets its promised

commitment, it will receive a commitment score of 50 (a
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higher reward than the blue and green flags). On the other
hand, if it did not commit to the subjective term, it will
receive a score of −50 as its commitment score (a higher
penalty compared to the blue and green flags) (lines 8 to
15). In this case, the reward and penalty in the commit-
ment value are higher than the green flag. This is because,
as opposed to the green flag, in this case, the responsible
partner did not change its commitment in response to the
news about its risk terms. So, if it commits to the subjective
clause, it will be given a higher reward than the green flag.
Similarly, if it did not commit to the subjective clause, it will
be given a higher penalty than the green flag because the
responsible partner had a chance to change its commitment.
Still, it chose not to and did not commit to its promises.

4.3.2. Determining the (V A,x
i,j ) value of the responsible partner

As with the commitment score (ComA,x
i,j ) of the responsible

partner, its Visibility (V A,x
i,j ) score is determined by the ranking

partners. As discussed in Section 2.1, the (V A,x
i,j ) score captures the

extent to which the responsible partner kept the other partners
of the supply chain updated about its progress in committing
to the promise made. As detailed in Algorithm 5, the ranking
partners determine the (V A,x

i,j ) score for the responsible partner
in each subjective clause for which it is responsible in a range
of −12 to +12. This score is assigned by each of the ranking
partners to the responsible partner in each subjective clause for
which it is responsible after checking the responsible partner’s
performance in two different criteria and according to the flag
(red, blue or green) assigned to that clause. For every criterion,
the responsible partner’s performance is evaluated as a ‘Yes’ or
‘No’ by the ranking partners and based on this, the following
corresponding score is assigned. The criteria are as follows:

• Criterion 1: When there are no risk terms, did the respon-
sible partner keep the ranking partners updated about its
progress in meeting its commitments? (Q1) This criterion
considers that either no risk term/s has been identified by
SIAEF’s Module 2 or no negative news related to the risk
term/s has been identified by SIAEF’s Module 3 as impact-
ing the responsible partner’s commitment to the subjective
clause. As discussed in Section 4.2, the subjective clause is
assigned a blue flag in such cases. Despite this, this criterion
checks if the responsible partner kept the other members
of the supply chain updated about its progress in relation
to the positive aspects and their impact in committing to
what it promised. As shown in Algorithm 5 (lines 6–8), if
the responsible partner kept other supply chain partners
informed, it receives a visibility score of 3. On the other
hand, if the responsible partner does not keep the other
supply chain partners informed, it receives a visibility score
of −3 (lines 9–11).
• Criterion 2: When risk terms are present, to what extent

did the responsible partner keep the ranking partners
updated about its progress in meeting its commitments?
This criterion considers that SIAEF’s Module 2 has identified
risk term/s and relevant negative news found by SIAEF’s
Module 3 as impacting the responsible partner’s commit-
ment to the subjective clause. In such cases, the subjective
clause is assigned either a green or yellow flag depending on
the responsible partner’s response. Thus, from the perspec-
tive of SCRM, this criterion measures the extent to which
the responsible partner kept the other supply chain mem-
bers updated about its progress in committing to what it
promised. It does this by analysing the responsible partner’s

performance in terms of two sub-criteria, namely:

9

1. Did the responsible partner keep the other supply
chain members updated on the positive and the neg-
ative (risk) factors that impact its commitment to the
subjective clause? (Q2) AND

2. In keeping the other members of the supply chain
informed about the risk factors, did the responsi-
ble partner also communicate a backup plan that it
intends to take if the risk factor/s identified in Mod-
ule 2 is realized and impacts its ability to meet the
commitment defined in the subjective clause? (Q3)

The first sub-criteria determines if the responsible partner
kept the supply chain members informed in not just the
positive aspects of committing to what it promised but
also how it is mitigating the impact of the identified risk
term/s. The second sub-criteria determines if the responsible
partner also communicated a backup plan which it will im-
plement if the risk terms are realized. From the perspective
of proactive SCRM, the performance of the responsible part-
ner in these sub-criteria provides clarity to the other supply
chain partners in achieving their goals and thus reduces the
risk. As detailed in Algorithm 5, if the responsible partner
satisfied only the first sub-criterion, it will receive a visibility
score of 6 (lines 16–18) or 8 (lines 26–28) if the subjective
clause was assigned a green or yellow flag, respectively.
Similarly, if the responsible partner did not satisfy the first
sub-criterion, it will receive a visibility score of −9 (lines
19–21) or −12 (lines 29–31), respectively. If the responsible
partner satisfies the first and second sub-criteria, it will
receive a visibility score of 9 (lines 12–15) or 12, respectively
(lines 22–25).

.3.3. Determining the earnestness and average earnestness score of
he responsible partner

The Com and Vi scores of a responsible partner for a subjective
lause j in an SLA xwill be an average of the commitment (ComA,x

j )

and visibility (ViA,x
j ) scores given by all ranking partners (Eq. (1)

and (2)) respectively. The total earnestness score of a responsible
partner for a subjective clause j in an SLA x is the sum of the
average Com and Vi scores for that clause, as shown in Eq. (3). EA,x

j
determined in Eq. (3) represents the total earnestness score of the
responsible partner in the defined subjective clause. As explained
in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the ComA,x

j has a score range of [−50,
50], and the ViA,x

j has a score range of [−12, 12]. Therefore, EA,x
j ,

hich is the sum of these metrics, has a score range of [−62, 62].
This scoring range defines a responsible partner’s trustworthiness
level in committing to a subjective clause. It is visualized in the
SIAEF user interface (presented in Section 5). In other words, if the
responsible partner is a member of different SLAs, then for each
SLA, it will have a EA,x

j value as determined by the ranking part-
ners. To represent the global earnestness value of the responsible
partner, SIAEF uses two indicators: (1) total earnestness score (EA)
and (2) average earnestness score (E ′A). As shown in Eq. (4), EA of
a responsible partner is the sum of its earnestness scores in all X
service-level agreements. Similarly, (E ′A) of a responsible partner,
as shown in Eq. (5), is the average of its total earnestness score
with the total subjective clauses of which it has been a part.

ComA,x
j =

∑n
i=1 Com

A,x
i,j

n
(1)

ViA,x
j =

∑n
i=1 Vi

A,x
i,j

n
(2)

EA,x
= ViA,x

+ ComA,x (3)
j j j
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Algorithm 5: Local SIAEF visibility scores of responsible partner A in clause j, contract X given by a ranking partner i

Require: ranking partner i, Clause j, Responsible partner A,
ContractX

Ensure: ViA,x
i,j

1: ViA,x
i,j ← 0

2: Q1 ← Responsible partner A kept ranking partner i updated
on its progress

3: Q2 ← Responsible partner A kept the other members of the
supply chain updated on both the positive and the negative
(risk) factors that impact its commitment to the subjective
clause

4: Q3 ← Responsible partner A communicated a back-up plan
that it intends to take.

5: for i in range(0,n) do
6: if flagA

j ==’blue’ then
7: if Q1 is True then
8: ViA,x

i,j =3
9: else
0: ViA,x

i,j =-3
1: end if
2: else if flagA

j ==’green’ then
3: if Q2 is True then

14: if Q3 is True then
15: ViA,x

i,j =9
16: else
17: ViA,x

i,j =6
18: end if
19: else
20: ViA,x

i,j =-9
21: end if
22: else if flagA

j ==’yellow’ then
23: if Q2 is True then
24: if Q3 is True then
25: ViA,x

i,j =12
26: else
27: ViA,x

i,j =8
28: end if
29: else
30: ViA,x

i,j =-12
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: Send ViA,x

i,j
EA
=

M∑
j=1

EA,x
j (4)

E ′A =
EA

M
(5)

These earnestness values assist the different partners in deter-
mining the trustworthiness of a responsible partner in commit-
ting to the subjective information for which it is responsible. This
information can be used by the supply chain partners in forming
an informed SLA with the responsible partner when subjective
information is involved.

Remark 1 (Accountability). EA of a responsible partner in X SLAs
(EA) represents its accumulated earnestness effort across the dif-
ferent subjective clauses and SLAs since it joined SIAEF. The
earnestness of a responsible partner in committing to the sub-
jective information is proved by its continuous effort to maintain
it over a period of time.

Remark 2 (Fairness). E ′A represents the average earnestness score
of a responsible partner for the total subjective clauses of which
it has been a part. The purpose of this score is to ensure new
responsible partners are not disadvantaged unfairly when new
SLAs are formed in the presence of existing responsible partners.
This may not be the case when only the EA of a responsible
partner is considered and if that partner has executed a higher
number of SLAs or subjective clauses than a new responsible
partner. Thus, the E ′A of a responsible partner per each subjective
clause ensures fairness for the responsible partners forming SLAs.

4.3.4. Local and global legitimacy of the responsible partner’s earnest-
ness

Blockchains allow data to be stored data at either a public
(permissionless) level or private (permissioned) level. As SCRM
requires a high level of transparency and privacy, SIAEF stores the
ComA,x

j , ViA,x
j , EA and E ′A of the responsible partner in two different

evels as follows:
10
• Local level (permissioned level): This level stores the de-
tailed rankings given to the responsible partner on its com-
mitment to the subjective clause. In other words, this level
stores how each ranking partner scored the responsible
partner in relation to the ViA,x

i,j and ComA,x
i,j criteria related to

the subjective clauses. These details can only be seen by the
supply chain and the ranking members.
• Global level (permissionless level): This level stores the

cumulative scores of the responsible partner. In other words,
this level stores the ViA,x

j , ComA,x
j , EA and E ′A scores. Any

partner can see the scores of the responsible partner and
use this to make an informed decision about forming an SLA
with it.

Remark 3 (Providing Stability and Avoiding Fraudulent Behaviour).
By storing the EA and E ′A scores of a responsible partner in a per-
missionless blockchain, SIAEF prevents opportunistic behaviours
by that partner in a selected consortium of which it is a part.
This will motivate the responsible partner to maintain its efforts
to commit to the subjective information communicated in every
contract for proactive SCRM.

Remark 4 (Ensuring Privacy and Transparency). The earnestness
metrics have regulated access at two levels, namely the local
and global level. The data at the global level will be a trustwor-
thy reference, albeit in abstract form, to verify and validate the
reliability of a responsible partner in communicating subjective
information in the supply chain. The data at the local level will
also be a trustworthy reference in detailed form to check how
the responsible partner performed in relation to each subjective
clause and what rank the different ranking partners gave.

5. SIAEF as a decentralized application - DAPP

5.1. SIAEF/PoE development and its integration in existing block
chains

To deploy SIAEF/PoE in a real-world blockchain environment,
it was developed as a decentralized application (Dapp) and ap-
plied in an official test blockchain network, BSC Testnet. In this

section, we demonstrate SIAEF’s ability to work as a DAPP along
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Fig. 3. Simulation on local host Ubuntu Hardhat network.

with the improvements it provides. Currently, no worldwide
standard exists to validate and test the earnestness score of a
responsible partner in relation to subjective information in a
smart contract [27]. So, in our experiments, we base the results
on the Ethereum testing standards to validate SIAEF/PoE’s ability
to record and determine the earnestness of a promise in relation
to subjective information. As part of our validation, we evaluate
SIAEF/PoE using the following criteria:

• Integration test - this test aims to determine the application
of SIAEF/PoE in a local host.
• System test - this test aims to deploy SIAEF/PoE in the

Testnet or development network to simulate its working in
a product-like environment. This environment measures the
performance of the smart contract and determines if there
are any issues in SIAEF’s working logic and functionalities.

5.1.1. Integration testing
Development environment. Integration testing provides the cost

n terms of time to estimate the working of the algorithms. As
here is no standard benchmark, the general rule of thumb is
hat the lower the computation costs, the more efficient it is.
n HP EliteBook x360 830 G7 Notebook PC with Ubuntu 22.04,
ntel(R) Core(TM) i7-10510U @1.80 GHz CPU and 953 GB RAM
as used for testing in a local Ethereum network which is a
ardhat network. In this environment, we evaluated the working
fficiency of the SIAEF algorithms by increasing the number of
esponses (surveys) submitted by different responsible partners.
e simulated by increasing the number of surveys that increased

he number of transactions executed in a standard Ethereum
PoS) smart contract. Fig. 3 shows that the computation costs
o execute the SIAEF/PoE smart contract when the number of
urveys was increasing is significantly less than an example of a
tandard token transaction between two partners using the PoS
onsensus mechanism. The computation time of PoS to record
ne token transaction costs 1080 ms but only takes 516 ms
o record the ranking partners’ responses using SIAEF/PoE. PoS
akes 1790 ms to record a token transaction for ten transactions,
hereas SIAEF/PoE in PoS takes 670 ms. So the transaction cost
f SIAEF/PoE to determine the earnestness score of a responsible
artner is 37% to 48% less than that of a token transaction in the
xisting blockchain, which uses PoS.

.1.2. System testing
System testing is to measure or evaluate computation cost

hen the responsible and ranking partners deploy and execute
11
Table 4
Comparison of SIAEF/PoE gas consumption costs in two testing networks
(Hardhat and BscScan).
SIAEF/PoE cost (gas consumption) Hardhat BscScan

Contract Deployment (contract creation) 2724778 2764999
Submit survey (contract call) 563505 612305

a smart contract in a decentralized network. The computation
costs include the gas used to process the transactions, which is
measured as follows:

• Gas used by transaction (gt ) is the computational effort
in operating a smart contract/transaction in an Ethereum
blockchain;
• Gas price (gp) is the price per unit of gas (gt ) which the user

needs to pay to validate the transaction and record it in an
Ethereum blockchain. Gas price is denoted in gwei. Gwei is a
unit to measure the gas cost per cryptocurrency ether (ETH).
One gwei is equal to 10−9 ETH. As the development network
is simulated, it can only estimate the gas transactions use.
Gas prices are dynamic and are based on the real-time
market. For the experiments we performed, we used the gas
price of 03/03/2022. This is used to test the development
(local host - Hardhat network) as a benchmark and compare
it with the live network (implemented on 03/03/2022).
• Transaction fee (ct ) is also call a gas fee. This is the block-

chain transaction fee that an end user pays to an Ethereum
blockchain validator to immutably verify and record the
transaction in a blockchain network. The transaction fee
incentivizes Ethereum blockchain validators to stake their
ETH and help secure the network. The transaction fee is
calculated using the following formula:

ct = gt ∗ gp (6)

As previously discussed, SIAEF/PoE is developed as Dapp and
eployed in BSC Testnet. BSC Testnet is a peer-to-peer (block
hain) network for developers to test the operation of a Dapp and
s an Ethereum network that applies PoS as its consensus mecha-
ism and BNB is its token. SIAEF/PoE generates the earnestness
cores of a responsible partner. PoS in BSC Testnet uses these
cores and the digital footprint generated by the communication
etween the responsible and ranking partners by SIAEF/PoE to
ncode the responsible partner’s earnestness in committing to the
ubjective clauses. We compare the efficiency and effectiveness
f BSC Testnet against the simulated Hardhat Network as the
enchmark of an Ethereum network. Table 4 compares the gas
onsumption when executing SIAEF/PoE smart contracts on a
ocal computer (Hardhat Network) and a virtual device (BscScan).
he results show that the gas consumption of the local device
Hardhat) and the virtual device (BscScan network) are relatively
n the same range, and there is a difference of only 3% with
he BscScan network. Furthermore, regarding contract calls via
ubmit survey, the Hardhat network and BscScan consumed rel-
tively the same amount of gas (8% of difference). Therefore, we
hose BscScan Testnet as it provides an approximate estimate
f gas consumption cost before executing transactions in a live
thereum network to integrate SIAEF/PoE.
Table 5 compares the transaction fees incurred by the validator

n the testing network to execute the SIAEF/PoE smart contract
t a local computer (Hardhat network) and a virtual device (Bsc-
can). The transaction fee is calculated based on gas consumption
sing Eq. (6). Table 5 shows that the transaction fee from Hardhat
etwork gas consumption is 56 times higher than BscScan. This is
ecause the Hardhat token is ETH which is 11 times costlier than
NB used in BscScan Testnet (ETH/USD = 2953.62 and BNB/USD
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Table 5
SIAEF/PoE transaction fee in USD for two different testing networks
(Hardhat and BscScan).
SIAEF/PoE cost (USD) Hardhat BscScan

Contract Deployment (contract creation) 417.00 7.43
Submit survey (contract call) 86.24 1.65

Table 6
SIAEF/PoE costs in BscScan Testnet Network.
SIAEF/PoE costs Deployments Submit a response

$g_t$ 2764999 612305
$g_p$ (gwei) 10 10
$c_t$ (gwei) 27649990 6123050
$c_t$ (BNB) 0.02764999 0.00612305
$c_t$ (USD) 7.43 1.65

= 268.72) and the average gas price in an Ethereum network on
the same day, 03/03/2022, (51.82 gwei) is 5 times more than the
gas price in BscScan Testnet (10 gwei). This table shows that to
verify a smart contract, choosing a virtual network with a token
with a small exchange rate to USD will save costs for SIAEF/PoE
members in a real-time blockchain network.

Table 6 shows the cost to operate SIAEF/PoE in a Testnet live
etwork with the real-time market price. The results show that
t only costs USD 7.43 for deployment and USD 1.65 for response
ubmission.
Time consumption. SIAEF’s simulation is run with an increasing

number of responses from 0 to 12. The time taken to process each
response is 3 s in the BSC Testnet platform. So, with 12 responses
submitted by 12 different responsible partners, the total time
needed to encode these responses is 39 s. The first three seconds
set up the initial smart contract before the first subjective clause
is encoded. This indicates delays in encoding a subjective clause
in a block as it includes strings (ranking partner’s responses) and
numbers (earnestness scores computed). The processing time is
acceptable as the transaction fee and gas cost (explained below)
in processing each response is not high.

Gas Cost. For SIAEF/PoE deployment, the gas cost is 0.00000001
BNB (10 Gwei), and the transaction fee is 0.02764999 BNB ($7.43)
to deploy a SIAEF/PoE smart contract. Furthermore, for each
clause whose response needs to be processed and earnestness
scores recorded, the gas cost is 0.00000001 BNB (10 Gwei), and
the transaction fee is 0.00612305 BNB ($1.65). This is equal to
the average gas price and transaction fees per transaction in BSC
Testnet. This ensures the transaction pays enough fees to encode
such subjective information in a block.

Remark 5 (Integrable). SIAEF using PoE provides a truthful digital
footprint of a responsible partner’s commitment to subjective
information. This can then be encoded in an existing blockchain
with PoW/PoS/PoA.

5.2. SIAEF’s user interfaces

SIAEF’s global (permissionless level) and local (permissioned
level) front-end dashboards are illustrated in Figs. 4–6 and 7
respectively. Brief details and the use of each dashboard are
explained below:

• Global dashboard: Fig. 4 showcases the overall earnestness
scores of all SIAEF’s users. Any partner can use this dash-
board to see a responsible partner’s (1) EA, (2) E ′A, (3) com-
pletion rate by SLA, (4) completion trend by SLA (which is
the ratio of completed SLAs over the number SLAs executed
by the responsible partner). It should be noted that from
the perspective of a responsible partner, SIAEF considers
12
Fig. 4. SIAEF’s global dashboard.

Fig. 5. SIAEF’s Partner’s detailed dashboard.

an SLA as completed when all of the subjective clauses for
which it was responsible are fulfilled (5) Completion rate by
clauses (the ratio of completed subjective clauses over the
number of subjective clauses executed across the different
SLAs). The global dashboard informs SIAEF’s partners (look-
ing for potential partners with whom to form an SLA) with
a transparent representation of the available responsible
partners’ earnestness overview as a single source of truth.
This dashboard will also ensure fairness to new users of
the framework. As shown in Fig. 4, Company D is a new
user with a total earnestness score of 443, which is less
than company E, which has a total earnestness score of
649. Despite this, it can be seen that Company D has a
higher completion rate by SLA and subjective clauses. This
illustrates that even though Company D is a new user, it has
consistently performed better (thus exhibiting an upward

trend) than Company E (thus exhibiting a downward trend).
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Fig. 6. Partner’s history of committing to the subjective clauses.

Fig. 7. SIAEF’s local dashboard.

Thus, the global SIAEF dashboard provides equal opportuni-
ties to new users and encourages existing users to maintain
their earnestness’s stability in not only one contract but
across the different contracts of which it is a part.
• Partner’s detailed dashboard: For a partner, Fig. 5 provides a

detailed track record of its earnestness to fulfil the promises
made. As with the SIAEF’s global dashboard, this information
is accessible and visible to any partner in SIAEF. This dash-
board shows the (1) X , (2) M , (3) EA, (4) E ′A, and (5) contract
and clause completion pie charts that show the number
of completed/uncompleted contracts; and the number of
completed/uncompleted subjective clauses. This dashboard
also shows the time series trend of contract completion,
clause completion, total trustworthiness score and average
trustworthiness score per clause completed.
• Partner’s history of committing to the subjective clauses: A

SIAEF’s partner may want to see a prospective responsible
partner’s detailed history in relation to their commitment
to subjective clauses before forming an SLA with it. Fig. 6
shows a responsible partner’s average visibility and com-
mitment scores for each subjective clause. It also shows the
responsible partner’s total earnestness score as ’Very bad’,
‘Bad’, ‘Ok’, ‘Good’ or ’Very Good’ over the score range of
[−62, 62], as explained in Section 4.3.3. The range [’Very
bad’, ‘Bad’, ‘Ok’, ‘Good’, ’Very Good’] is customized and de-
pends on the need of SIAEF/PoE members. It was designed
for visualization only.
13
• Local dashboard: This is SIAEF’s permissioned dashboard at
the local level. As discussed in Section 4.3.4, for a specific
SLA, SIAEF only allows either the ranking or the supply chain
partners to see the ranking given to the responsible partner.
These are shown at the local level under the columns ‘Re-
sponseVisibility’ and ‘ResponseCommitment’ of Fig. 6. These
columns show the scores the ranking partners gave in the
range of [−50, 50] for commitment and [−12, 12] for visi-
bility, as explained in Section 4.3. Keeping this information
permissioned ensures the highest level of transparency in
showing a responsible partner’s earnestness while at the
same time respecting its privacy.

5.3. Security analysis

It is only possible for data leakage to occur in the proposed
SIAEF framework during data transfers between the permissioned
and permissionless levels. To ensure security and data storage
at both permissioned and permissionless levels, SIAEF uses the
blockchain of blockchains proposed by [23]. For example, Hyper-
ledger Fabric is the permissioned blockchain to record the local
earnestness score of the responsible partners. We use BscScan
Testnet, an Ethereum network, as a permissionless blockchain
in our implementation. The global earnestness score of the re-
sponsible partner is recorded at the permissionless level. Hence,
within layers, data security will be maintained by Hyperledger
and Ethereum. Each level contains a data communication pro-
cess that transmits the genesis hash (GH), root hash (RH), local
transaction signature (LTS), and block number (BN) of the pre-
vious layer to the next layer when a new block is added in the
previous layer. To ensure security, all data transferred from one
layer to the next layer are hashed using SHA-256. This means
that a man-in-the-middle attack is not feasible within a lim-
ited time frame of 30 s, which is a reasonable transaction time.
Therefore, we can confidently assert that using the concept of
blockchain of blockchains will maintain the security of internal
data stored in each layer [23]. Recently, quantum blockchain
technology which can be used to ensure a high level of security
has been proposed [28].

In addition to securing two levels of data transfers from out-
side attacks, the SIAEF framework also ensures security from an
internal perspective to prevent fraudulent and opportunistic be-
haviours. As discussed in Section 1.2, fraudulent or opportunistic
behaviour is common when a partner is a member of a different
consortium. To demonstrate how SIAEF assists in avoiding this,
we performed a rule-based behaviour simulation of five compa-
nies to compare their chances of forming a contract when their
earnestness is regularly measured compared to one when their
earnestness was not measured. The lavender line in Fig. 8 shows
the number of SLAs that a company will form when SIAEF/PoE
is not used. In this case, it can be seen that the chances of that
company forming an SLA vary significantly as other companies
do not know of its commitment to the subjective information
it communicates. Fig. 8 shows the simulated performance of
three companies, Companies B, C, and D, represented by the
orange, grey, and yellow lines, respectively, whose earnestness
performance is measured and monitored. These companies are
simulated in such a way to ensure they have a low commitment
to meeting the subjective information they communicate. In such
scenarios, as observed from Fig. 8, there is a consistent decline
in the number of SLAs they will form over a time period. This
is because their earnestness score, as shown in Fig. 9, also de-
clines which indicates to other companies that opportunistic and
fraudulent behaviours are evident in the consortium of which it is
part As a result, their SLAs continued to decrease, ceasing on 19th
March, 1st April and 18th April, respectively. Companies A and E
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Fig. 8. Number of SLAs in 6 months with and without the assistance of SIAEF.

Fig. 9. Global average earnestness score of SIAEF’s members.

epresented by blue and green lines, respectively, are simulated
o adhere to their commitment. In these scenarios, Companies
and E increase their global earnestness scores as shown in

ig. 9 and consistently increase the number of SLAs that they form
ith other companies as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, SIAEF/PoE
otivates members to maintain their earnestness to increase

heir SLAs signed over timestamps which eliminates the tendency
f fraudulent behaviour in selected consortiums, thereby ensuring
ecurity from an internal perspective.

. Related work

From 2020, existing research and empirical papers have pro-
osed several proofs and frameworks to verify and validate the
rustworthiness of a partner in blockchain. But as pointed out in
ur recent survey paper [15], none of this work considers sub-
ective information in blockchain applications. Some of the most
ecent work on trustworthiness and reputation management in
lockchain-based applications are:
Blockchain-based communication. Jiao Li et al. [29] propose

novel consensus mechanism based on multilink integrated fac-
ors. It leverages the entity’s communication link number and the
ntity’s trust degree to identify entities with high communica-
ion capacity and trust, which are then selected as a source of
ommunication. This approach improves concurrency and com-
unication efficiency. Entities are classified as honest, free riders
r malicious nodes. They are assigned their status based on their
rust degree, where honest entities have a trust degree between
.8 and 1, the free rider has a trust degree between 0.6 and 0.8,
nd malicious nodes have a trust degree of less than 0.6. The
 c

14
score of a node determines who can forward the data and who is
banned from accessing it. While the working of this approach is
similar to PoE/SIAEF as it classifies the trustworthiness of the en-
tity with the score range, it is only applicable in the context where
information that the entity communicates is from an objective
source. It fails in scenarios when the information that the entity
communicates is from a subjective source such as promises.

Reputation-based PBFT consensus mechanism. Li et al. [28]
proposed a voting-based Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(PBFT) consensus mechanism to deal with the fraudulent or
opportunistic behaviour of a validator. To motivate the validator
to be honest, PBFT uses a game theory-based incentive (GTI)
method, which incentivizes validators to conform to acceptable
and honest behaviour and disclose accurate information regard-
ing transactions and blocks. It is a similar concept to blockchain-
based communication consensus. However, the information it
considers is only from objective sources such as transactions.
This differs from SIAEF’s aim, which considers information from
subjective sources and aims to ascertain its trustworthiness for
proactive SCRM.

Zero-knowledge proof. The zero-knowledge proof (zk-SNARK)
was introduced to verify and validate a transaction without
revealing the digital footprint of a transaction [30–32]. The zero-
knowledge proof assumes that the transaction has a digital foot-
print which means that it is applicable only when objective
information is present. In the presence of subjective information,
it fails. PoE addresses this drawback and is able to work on
information that has no digital footprint.

Blockchain in a Reputation-based model. Fortino et al. [33]
ropose an agent-based reputation framework with blockchain
echnology in the Internet of Things (IoTs). The framework dis-
ributes trust information on every IoT device with a capable
oftware agent as a reliable agent to the blockchain. The reliable
gents are grouped by their reputation capital (RC) given by
ther devices which have had direct interaction with this partner
nd based on their history of interactions. The framework is an
ffective model which minimizes the self-promotion or oppor-
unistic behaviour of an agent in IoTs. However, this agent-based
eputation does not consider subjective information as SIAEF
oes. Qi et al. [34] propose a blockchain-aided secure reputation
ramework. This framework assists E-commerce in preventing
alse feedback from the buyers to ensure the reputation of the
ellers is genuine. However, the proposed framework does not
onsider the subjective information from the sellers. This leaves
eputation-based frameworks open to the fraudulent behaviours
f a partner (agents or sellers) that may cause failures.
Trustchain. Malik et al. [35] proposed a peer-to-peer network

lockchain-based trust management in supply chains. The pro-
osed model enables each partner in a supply chain to verify
nd validate the trustworthiness of the data, which has a digital
ootprint as provided by the partner. The proposed model, how-
ver, does not consider the presence of subjective information.
s emphasized in Section 1.1. subjective information is prevalent
n the supply chain and needs to be considered to avoid any
raudulent behaviour by the interacting partners.

Fraud-resilient blockchain-based solution. Guerar et al. [36]
rovide a blockchain-based application that considers fraudu-
ent behaviour by an entity on the Ethereum blockchain. To
ddress this, the authors record the invoice financing flow im-
utably and the entities’ reputation on their past behaviour in

erms of whether they paid on time or not. This is done using
oW/PoS/PoA to record the financing flow that an entity un-
ertook that has a digital footprint and the invoice transactions
etween them. However, when subjective information is present,
he platform does not assess the risk terms that could impact a

ommitment to subjective information. Therefore, there is a need
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or a consensus mechanism (such as PoE) to record the informa-
ion which does not have a digital footprint before using existing
onsensus mechanisms such as PoW, PoS or PoA to encode them
shown in Fig. 1).

. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed and demonstrated how SIAEF and
oE assist in validating the authenticity of subjective information
n blockchains. We applied SIAEF as a novel decentralized appli-
ation (Dapp) that enables a partner’s earnestness in committing
o subjective information in a blockchain to be recorded. In SCRM,
his ensures that responsible partners do not act fraudulently
nd avoid procrastination with a high level of accountability,
ransparency and privacy. A fallen unicorn, Theranos, has made
ilicon Valley question fraudulent behaviour which involves a
‘big promise little proof’’ [37]. Had the truthfulness of Theranos’s
romise been assessed with a mechanism similar to SIAEF, it
ould not have raised $724 million of capital for a ‘‘dream’’
echnology [38]. SIAEF provides a trustworthy platform where a
artner in a supply chain can have an immutable track record
f its earnestness to the promises it has made and its trust-
orthiness. Any partner can use this record to make informed

udgements about forming an SLA with the partner in question. In
ur future work, we will validate the integration of PoE and SIAEF
n an Amazon-managed blockchain, which enables SIAEF to build
ts own permissioned network with an open-source Ethereum
ramework. Furthermore, we will also test the application of PoE
nd SIAEF in other domains, such as carbon credits provenance,
here subjective information with respect to the origin of a
arbon credit is involved.
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